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          GOLD-STAR

          Elevate Your Finances  with Silver and Gold

          

          
            Where the power of precious metals and the digital economy meet. Experience GOLD-STAR’s comprehensive suite of financial tools.
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        VISION

        To establish a digital silver and gold financial ecosystem recognized, accepted, and trusted worldwide.

		OUR MISSION is to restore silver and gold to historical prominence as sound money by leveraging the 
		innovation of blockchain technology and the intrinsic value of precious metals to create an open and trustworthy financial system for everyone.
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                Why GOLD STAR?
                  Decentralized finance is experiencing an explosion in growth, illustrating an undeniable need for alternatives to traditional financial systems. 
				  While numerous solutions exist, a lack of understanding, distrust and volatility remain barriers to entry.

                 GOLD STAR meets the demand for inclusive and honest financial solutions. 
				 Through a decentralized operation and unwavering commitment to transparency, GOLD STAR is redefining digital 
				 economies and leveraging precious metals to meet the evolving financial needs of today’s society.
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                Who is GOLD STAR For?
                  The GOLD STAR Project’s vision aligns with those who see value in transparent, 
				  stable, and independent financial solutions that support freedom and wealth preservation.

                  As a digital ecosystem for silver and gold,  GOLD STARserves the needs of a diverse range of users, 
                  including individuals, investors, businesses, and nations. GOLD-STAR’s unique value proposition appeals 
                  to beginners keen to get involved, as well as, people who are highly knowledgeable about cryptocurrencies, digital assets, and precious metals.
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                Get UNBANKED and NEVER LOOK BACK
                  The financial accessibility and flexibility that the GOLDapp Wallet offers makes it incredibly relevant to today’s society. 
				  It is perfectly suited for those who wish to voluntarily ‘unbank’ themselves from the confines of the traditional banking system.
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                HISTORY
                  Established in 2022, the GOLD STAR Project was founded by a community of precious metals enthusiasts who believed in accessible and inflation resistant financial solutions. 
				  An opportunity was identified to leverage the intrinsic value of physical silver and gold and restore these precious metals as sound and accessible forms of money that could be dynamically utilized within digital economies.
                  

              

            

            
          

        
  


      

    

  


  
    
      
        
          
            Your Money is Losing

              Value Every Day


              Your money loses value every day.

              



              The wealth in your bank account is decreasing day after day. 
			  The hard-earned dollars you are depositing today will not carry the same purchasing power in the future. 
			  Ultimately, you will end up in a worse financial position. 
			  Many people are unaware this is happening and do not understand the force behind it, which is inflation. 
			  This culprit can reduce your wealth to dangerous levels.
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            What is INFLATION?


              Inflation

              



              is the process by which the price of goods and services increase over time. 
			  As a result, the purchasing power of your money decreases, and each dollar tomorrow buys fewer goods and services than today.
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            FOR EXAMPLE


              For example

              



              a candy bar in the 1960’s used to cost 10 cents and now it costs $1. 
			  This is another way of saying that $1 used to buy ten bars and now it only buys one. This is inflation.
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      Inflation Deteriorates Your Wealth

      
		  
        
          
            Inflation can easily get out of control, especially in developing countries, 
			and negatively impact economies when it remains unchecked. 

          

          
            There is always a little inflation in developed economies, it historically hovers around 2%. 
			In fact, over the last 70 years, the USD has lost 90% of its value!
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      Let’s demonstrate the effects of inflation with a simple example
  
      
        
          
            You have $1,000 in a savings account, and it is continuously discounted by an annual inflation rate of 6% over a 10-year period.  

          

          
            After ten years, you will still have that same $1,000 but it will only be able to buy you $560 worth of goods and services.
			

          

		   

		     
		  
          
            Many people do not like risk and use traditional banking products such as savings accounts because they think that their money will be safe.  

          

          
            The reality is that even if that account pays interest, it is not enough to offset the effects of inflation. 
			

          

		   

		     
		  
          
            If ignored, inflation becomes a significant threat to your long-term financial future and freedom.  

          

          
            If your savings and investments are not growing in line with inflation, you will end up in a worse financial position in the future.  
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            PRECIOUS METALS 


              Can Protect Your Wealth

              

              Precious metals such as silver and gold can protect you from the effects of inflation because they are valued differently. 
			  Paper currencies are issued, backed, and assigned a fluctuating value by governments. In contrast, 
			  the value of precious metals is tangible and permanent. 
			  They are real forms of money that have proven to maintain their worth over thousands of years.
			  Precious metals offer stable value that you can use to reduce the harmful effects of inflation and protect your wealth. 
			  Silver and gold have become attractive financial options for many people, and it is now easier than ever to use precious metals in your everyday life.
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      Token Allocations and budget spending plan


      
        
        
            Coin Name 
 Goldstar International 

           Symbol 
 GSC 

           Protocol 
 BEP20 

           Total Supply 
 5,000,000,000
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              	30% of owners lock in 3 years
	20% of development team lock in 2 years
	40% investors 
	10% Airdrop


            

        


      


    

  

  
    
      GOLD STAR ROADMAP 

      
        
          PHASE 1 

          Introduce GSC Coin

          Launch GSC Coin website and social media

		  Publish GSC Coin whitepaper

        

        
          PHASE 2

          Create GSC Coin

          Mint GSC Coin as BEP20 token

          Mining

          Initialize GSC Coin exchange listing

        

        
          PHASE 3 

          Expand GSC Team

          Finalize GSC Coin Team

          List GSC Coin on partner crypto exchanges
          
        

		 
          PHASE 4

          Form GSC Partnerships

          Start GSC App development

          List GSC Coin to more crypto exchanges

        

		
          PHASE 5

          Develop GSC App

          Mobilize team for DApp creation

          Start creating GSC blockchain

        

		
          PHASE 6

          Launch GSC App

          Start soft launching of GSC App

          Move GSC Coin to GSC blockchain

        

      

    

  



    
      
        
          Get In Touch With Us

          	
              
              Contact@gold-star.app
            

	
              
              Info@gold-star.app
            

	
              
              Support@gold-star.app

            



          Send messege
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